




Expression of thoughts is a human necessity. With increasing distance
between humans, the communication is scarce, and at times, next to

impossible. Watch the story of a rural teenager who endures several issues 
in his daily life and befriends a piece of coal to vent out his inner chaos.

6th December 2022 | 6 pm & 9 pm
Hindi, Bhojpuri

65 mins (No Interval)

Artistic Humans x Guru Nanak Khalsa
College Autonomous (Natyashray)

Cast:
Aadarsh Satpute, Aadesh Wbale, Advait Sapte, Akshay Kausale, Amitkumar 

Pandey, Aryan Shirke, Harsh Dongre, Kajal Ansari, Kumkum Shama,
Mallik Jayashree, Mansi Utekar, Prachi Keluskar, Pranal Parsekar, 

Prathamesh Deshmukh, Priti Yadav, Ruchira Joshi, Sahil Tapal,
Sakshi Mahindrakar, Sanika Save, Sanskruti Pawar,Shubham Sonawale, 

Tirth Vadke, Vdati Palav, Vivek Ingle, Yash Jadhav

Crew:
Akshay Dhangat, Amit Patil, Khushboo Harer, Kshitija Waghmare,

Nachiket Pawar, Ratnakar Matkari, Rushabh Karangutkar, Sahil Pawar, 
Siddhesh Nandlaskar, Siddhesh Salvi, Siddhesh Salvi, Vdanti Palav
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Original Story: Ratnakar Matkari 
Writer: Siddhesh Savi & Nachiket Pawar 

Director: Amit Pathil & Siddhesh Salvi





7th December 2022 | 6 pm & 9 pm
English

70 mins (No Interval)

Writer: Gouri Bhuyan
Director: Gouri Bhuyan & Matthew Vetticad

Cursed Like Cupid is an immersive dark comedy. It is a poignant take
of the hypocrisies of the world we live in. Come meet Gauri, as she

attempts to strike a balance between her disability and identity.

Cast: 
Gouri Bhuyan

Matthew Shuhul Vetticad (Cameo)

Light Design:
Arjun Mitra

Special Thanks:
Alistar Bennis

Candice Dsouzao
Meghana AT

Radhika Bhuyan
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Off-Centre Collective





Writer & Director: Hiya Anupam
Producer: Pakija Begum & Hiya Anupam

Cast:
Himbarsha Das 

Hiya Aupam 
Ijaz Ahmed 

Karishma Puzari 
Lakhyajyoti Boruah 

Svangi Keot 
Tammana Devi

Crew:
Hiya Anupam

Ijaz Ahmed
Karishma Puzari

Lakhyajyoti Boruah
Reecha Barkakati

Rishav Dutta
Simanta Kalita

Dimpal Kumar Das

Acknowledgements:
Dimpal Kumar Das

ASMR is a state of the mind experience characterized by the distortion 

performance where the “The Postulates of the Mind” are in search for 
the “XX” (me within the I).
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8th December 2022 | 6 pm & 9 pm
Assamese, English

80 mins (No Interval)

BA (A Cultural Organization)





Writer and Director: Akshay Raheja

Cast:
Jyoti Rana 

Kunal Dara 
Lakshay Paliwal 

Laxmi

Crew:
Aarrav Thakkar 

Akshay Chaudhary 
Akshay Raheja 
Ayush Sharma 

Jai Mahjan 
Rohan Modi 

Sachin 
Shivansh Tuli 

Simran Dhillon

On the eve of Michlis' admission into the psych ward, her mother 
Rama encounters a Vedic demon, Brahmraakshas who lives inside the 
neigbourhood sewage. What is madness in human civilization? What 

is Prashna-Upanishad from the Atharva Veda? Inspired by Gajanan 
Muktibodh's poetry, the play tells the story of a woman, a daughter, a 

!%$%,#'0
Mrit Pathshala

9th December 2022 | 6 pm & 9 pm
Hindi

100 mins (10 mins Interval)





Writer & Director: Pramod Kasbe

The story of an aspirational young woman who is working hard 
to realize her dream of having a successful career. Her father 

believes in her, while the family tries to get her married. Chaos 
ensues when she gets pregnant. Will she be accepted? Find out?

Cast:
Amol Meera Namdev Rathod 

Kanha Tiwari 
Kiran Anil Talekar 

Pradumn Mohan Gaikwad 
Pramod Paraji Kasbe 

Prashant Vaybhase 
Pratiksha Deshmukh 

Rohini Bidave 
Rshikesh Narayan Haral 

Saundarya Bhoj 
Shraddha Gajanan Rekhi 

Shubham Gade 
Shweta Dattatray Parakhe
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Antara Productions

10th December 2022 | 6 pm & 9 pm
Marathi

65mins (No Interval)
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Vivek Madan is an actor and theatre producer based out of 
Bangalore. In his theatre journey of just over twenty years, he 
has performed in plays like Martin Sherman’s ‘Bent’, 
Robert Bolt’s ‘Man for All Seasons’, Eric Idle’s ‘Spamalot’ and 
John Nicholson and Steve Canny’s ‘Hound of the Baskervilles’ 
among others.

Apart from directing plays, Vivek has been the Festival 
Director of Writers’ Bloc 4 (2016) and the annual Ranga 
ShankaraTheatre Festival (2018).

He is a Founder-Partner at Bhasha Center, an organization 
formed with the intention of creating networks (digital and 
on ground) of arts professionals, aspirants and enthusiasts, 

She started a theatre company, named 
BeTaal with Abhinav Grover, another 
alumnus of the DSM, after graduating from 
the school. Under Betaal, they have done 
plays – ‘Paanchvaali’, ‘Chenda’, ‘Rushomon’, 
‘Krishna Sandhan’ and ‘Raamji Aayenge’. 
Their recent work ‘Tughlaq’ by Girish 
Karnad got selected for The Prithvi theatre 
festival and MCC’s Rangmahotsav festival, 
Pune. In her theatre experience, she has 
acted in ‘Ripples’ & ‘In Search of Dariya 
Sagar’ (which won best playwright at The 
Hindu Theatre festival) by Gerish Khemani. 
She has been a part of Hindi plays like ‘Jhalkari’ directed by Neha Singh 
and ‘Dohri Zindagi’ directed by Gurleen judge. She was the Stage Manager 
for ‘Rakt Kalyan’ (Taledand, a play by Girish Karnad) directed by Sunil 
Shanbag for DSM’s annual production. Vaishnavi also starred in Girls 
Hostel, a Marathi horror serial, which premiered on Zee Yuva. She also 
starred in Bunmaska, a Marathi TV series on Zee Yuva. She has acted in 
Anurag Kashyap’s Choked and Ghost Stories.

VAISHNAVI RATNA PRASHANT 

VIVEK MADAN
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By Vaishnavi Ratna Prashant

It was Thespo 18 (2016) when my journey as a theatre maker began. 
After six years and multiple performances on stage and off stage, I was 
called as a panellist along with Vivek Madan, who was a panellist when 

performer and this time as a creator. October was entirely spent travelling to 
17 cities and watching 84 plays, written, directed and performed by under 25 
young theatre artists in different languages. 
Yes, Vivek and I have successfully completed the journey to curate the youth 
theatre festival of India Thespo ‘24!

Of course, the journey has been exhausting but at the same time exhilarating. 
Some new perspectives gained, some changed and many strengthened. One 
perspective gained through this journey, is not to be scared to create and not 
to wait that someone will come and present the opportunity. “Koi masiha 
aayega aur kaam dega” is never the case. Thespo has also changed the way I 
look at change. It might be cliché but yes if you want to change something, 
it begins with you. Moreover, one perspective which has strengthened is that 
we need more women creators, theatre makers, writers and performers.  I 
must say the change is on the way through Thespo as the panel had equal 
representation. 

I am grateful to all the women who hosted me through this journey. Ratna 
in Ahmedabad, Maya in Chandigarh, Sunipa in Kolkata, Mimi in Bangalore, 
Sanyukta in Delhi and Asha in Guwahati – each one of them, vibrant and 
dynamic women either working in theatre or supporting their children to 
explore the world of theatre. All of them taught me in some way or the other 
to be out there and make yourself seen through your work and also to  
believe in your work. Toral, one of the founding members of Thespo once 
in our discussions said we need to make ourselves visible if they are not 
seeing us. I would have loved to see representation of these women on stage 
through the plays we were watching. It’s not that there were no female 
theatre artists but surely, they need to be given more opportunities, which I 
am sure platforms like Thespo are capable of providing. 

Finally, the best part of this whole journey was the post screening feedback 
sessions. I feel these young theatre makers are onto something and all they 
need is a platform so that their talent doesn’t go unseen. I thank all the 
people who support Thespo. We need more people like you who believe in 
the magic of theatre and trust the power of youth.



Mahesh Dattani is an Indian playwright, director and actor. He has 
written numerous plays such as ‘Final Solutions’, ‘Dance Like a Man’, 
‘Bravely Fought the Queen’, ‘On a Muggy Night in Mumbai’, ‘Tara’, 
‘Thirty Days in September’ and ‘The Big Fat City’, among others. He 

Award. Mahesh Dattani has his own theatre company in Bangalore, 
called Playpen.
He got into writing after reading Edward Albee’s play ‘Who’s Afraid 

‘Where There’s a Will’ and it is now available on OTT platforms as the 
Hindi teleplay ‘Hasmukh Saab ki Wasihat’.

Geetanjali Kulkarni, an alumni of National School of Drama (1996), is 
an accomplished actor and educator. She has acted in professional as 
well as experimental plays in Marathi and Hindi, such as ‘Mukkam Post 
Bombilwadi’, ‘Sangeet Debuchya Muli’, ‘Sex Morality & Censorship’, 

and international awards. She works with an NGO called Quest for the 
last ten years and heads the initiative Goshtarang. The project includes 
a team of actors who perform versions of children’s literature in adivasi 
schools of Palghar district in order to promote an interest in reading 
and literacy.

Rasika Agashe is an actor and director working with the Marathi and 
Hindi theatre industry. She is a graduate from the National School of 
Drama and a full-time theatre practitioner. Rasika is also a co-founder 
of Being Association, a group working on promoting performing 
arts. The group produces plays while working on the promotion and 
education of theatre in India.

Prachi Sibal is a writer at Khul Ke, a conversation platform where 
users can discuss topics of varied interests with complete freedom. 
Prachi is an experienced editor with a demonstrated history of 
working in the newspaper industry. She is skilled in headline writing, 
breaking news, journalism, corporate communication and has been a 
strong voice in the industry for the past 12 years
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In this one day workshop we will look at Lecoq based methods and 
processes through which an actor can create his or her own work-

short theatrical pieces working in small groups.

8,-(!"."/0"1(2*22(3(45**(6/(7(+5**(:/
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We’ll look at some paintings, argue about the lighting designer’s job, 
examine approaches and systems, and lamps and hardware and have a 
shot at designing and executing light plans.
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Participants will learn to amplify their body’s listening skills in 
relation to the impulses coming from the external environment and 
from the group, through individual, in pairs, and collective exercises.

A6B$&'(6(%."&"
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The workshop will introduce the participants to the fundamentals of 
playwriting, demonstrate how the written word translates to

performance, help them understand the role of context and focus on 
discovering their unique voice.

E&(,-"(F-6>=G%
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An introduction to the basics of stage management and theatre production. 
The role and function of the backstage crew in creating the magic on stage.

E&(,-"(1$'-,(>$1".,$=&
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This completely hands on workshop looks at what it really means to 

be a ‘director’ From exercises on how to analyse a script, build
characters, rules of staging, and what are all the elements that the 

director needs to take care of.
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An interactive piece that indulges one to think about what 
entangles human hearts, what wears it down, and tries to 
make sense of the ultimate feeling of existence that we are 
chasing, as the world around us becomes a contortion.

‘Take My Word For It’ is a poetry set written and performed by 
Rutwik Deshpande with music by Chaitanya Nirantar. It talks 
about writing, the power of words, and how instrumental our 
words can be in shaping the world around us.

What happens when Plan A is comedy Plan B is family 
business? Especially when Plan B will work for sure, Plan A is 

!"#$%&'()*+,,-'+$.'/#$%*-'01#23+45
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Sapna dekhna hai to jag jao 
It’s a story of a person who gets weird dreams 
and he is not aware of what is happening with 

dreams he is getting, are true in real life, it’s 
too late.

Written & Directed by Samir 
Cast: Samir

R+EG+$'
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Ration: Facts of hard work & compulsion

An upper-middle-class man visits a lower-class 
worker, who lives in a make-shift settlement, 
to borrow alcohol. What follows are their own 
versions of how similar or different their 
lives are.

Written by Abhishek Majumdar

Directed by Chandrika Jajoo, Kiran Nirvan &  
Sunaina Badaya

Cast: Shubham Soyal, Suryansh Asliwal 
Credits: Kalpana Mourya, Mili Sharma,  
Sanjay Singh

1-<G'LH'1+$.4%"9E'
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A highlight of the struggle between love, social 
cues and social rules. 
Mandigoes is a theatrical experiment drawn 
from two folk genres, Chitrakathi and 
Kavadkatha. It is at this very moment that 
the wheels of fate turn and our story is set 
into motion.
Written & Directed by Shantanu Adsul

Cast: Achal Pednekar, Avanti Latankar,  
Bhavesh Gambhir, Omkar Parab, Shantanu 
Adsul, Sopan Maske, Vipul Bhandari

L*+$%9'M+*.'
>'?9)@'ABAA'V'PB'24$E'V'1+*+<G4'
This ration card comes with a bag of grain 
and a whole lot of embarrassment. 
The story is about a middle-class 17 year 
old boy, Prathamesh. After his father passes 

why a wave of embarrasment engulfs him on 
entering a government ration shop.

Written & Directed by Sarthak Chaskar
Cast: Abhinay Parmar, Sakshi Kasare,  
Sameer Chavan, Sarthak Chaskar

=R6C/S6'FL!TR':C'>=1'V'TWCR!'FRTT
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L=TR:C6LW'MXL[?N[R(C'
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Army men momentarily transform into 
emotional human beings

([1:W':[R'(:W:'
Q'?TM@'ABAA
What happens to a family when riots ensue?

\:6(6'::=]6'1:R^6'
>'?TM@'ABAA
A story by a woman, for all the women. 

?:!:(/:W]:R']6'?6:R!'
Z'?TM@'ABAA
A struggling actor, spins a cocoon as a defense mechanism. 
What happens next?

(:]][N:6'
KB'?TM@'ABAA

 
the skill mastering everyone else’s house.
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Waghachi Goshta is a story of an injured 

alongside the villagers when war arrives.

Directed by Mahesh Khandare 
Adapted by Vinod Lavhekar

Cast: Mahesh Khandare & Vikrant Dhivare

Crew: 
Paintings: Chinab Bhole

D"G'X+.;4-"$'D+8+'W+<+;''
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Woh ladkiyon wala natak is a mixture of 
joyful, heartfelt stories of women being 

are still wondering, ki choli ke peeche kya 
hai? Or kyun hai? Then come with an open 
mind. Kundi mat khadkaao raja, seedha 
andar aao raja.

Written and Directed by Teertha & Chaitali

Cast: Anannya, Aayushi, Chaitali, Kansha, 
Neha, Yashi

Crew: 
Lights: Teertha 
Music: Khushali

(+2+-']+4E9'_#`+*+''0?98G45'
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Has a moment of waiting ever felt like an 
eternity to you? 
A young girl waits as her family prepares 
something for her. The 15 minutes that 
she has to spend in the corridor outside 
the kitchen, expand into many worlds and 
stretch into hours, weeks and years. 

Directed & Produced by Aagaaz Theatre 
Repertory

Cast: Aslam, Md. Saddam, Nagina, Nagma

Crew: 
Light: Ismail 
Production: Muzammil & Zainab

19%+8","84E'b6W?6:'89.'3-':$$+'?"*+'?"*$+'c'W4)"8+'=4+$`"8+'
Z'?9)@'ABAA'V'PB'24$#<9E'V'/4$.4&'1+*+<G4&'6<+84+$
A metamorphic performance that through an experimental and multidisciplinary approach 
recomposes on stage a kaleidoscope of personal and global stories emerging from the major 
metropolis of India, drawing attention on the several borders we are challenging everyday. 

W+2+;'0\+4,#*5
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Play namak consists of a family, a mother 
and 2 daughters who are affected by the 
pandemic as they have lost all the income 
sources due to which they have been left 
with very less food. Hence, coping with 
hunger by telling stories to each other and 
faking food on plate as family has prioritized 
dignity over hunger.Who is responsible?

Directed by Chandrika, Kiran & Sunaina

Cast: Chandrika, Kalpana & Sunaina

Crew: 
Lights: Shubham 
Sound: Sanjay 
Production: Kiran & MiliINTERNATIONAL COLLABORATIVE 

PERFORMANCE

Supported by:

Supported by:
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A struggling actor, spins a cocoon as a defense mechanism. 
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the skill mastering everyone else’s house.

INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATIVE
PERFORMANCE



In India, post independence, a generation of artists developed 

Zaheer and Syed Sajjad Zaheer were among this passionate and 
determined bunch. They were actively involved with ‘Indian 
Peoples Theatre Association’ (IPTA) and ‘Progressive Writers’ 
Association.’  

Their 3 daughters followed in their footsteps as well, doing some 
exemplary work along the way.  However, Razia and Syed couldnt 
help but be worried about one daughter in particular who showed 
no interest in grades and the 
likes of it.

Little did they know that this daughter of theirs  would 
revolutionise theatre and make it her modus vivendi. The 
daughter in question is “Yahudi ki Ladki”, a woman full of 
Lucknowi adas and yesteryear tehzeeb; 
Nadira Zaheer Babbar.

Growing up in a family of writers, she had seen the power that thoughts held and the impact 
of voicing those thoughts. So when she got into the prestigious National School of Drama, she 
decided to pursue a Diploma in Direction that would enable her to further articulate her thoughts 
and vision. 

She graduated in 1971 under the mentorship of none other than Ebrahim Alkazi.
Back when the word “Dramaturgy” wasn’t even in our 
vocabulary, Nadiraji was excelling at it! She won a scholarship 
to go to East Germany and she worked closely with the 
“Berliner Ensemble”, founded by the revolutionary Bertolt 
Brecht and his wife Helene Weigel. She rose to fame in Delhi 
with the play Teen Paise Ka Tamasha, an adaptation of Bertolt 
Brecht’s play The Three Penny Opera. Cracking the Brechtian 
technique was and still is a matter of pride for any theatre 
practitioner, and she not only manage to imbibe all that she 
had learned with the ‘Berliner Ensemble’ but also developed 
her own voice in the process. 

This opportunity led her to win yet another scholarship at the ‘National Theater of Weimer’ 

During the course of her training in East Germany, she worked alongside well-known theatre 
directors like Peter Brooks, Henry Harvard, Wolfgang Heinz, Fritz Benevitz, and Ursula Kchimskye. 
It wasn’t just fortuity that led her down this path but her undying passion for the theatre. So 
when she came back to India she did so with a trove of knowledge and a love for the theatre that 
had only become stronger. 

A9:=A3:C*<4*(3?:>B*=>B*
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Thespo 24 - Lifetime Achievement Award to 
NADIRA ZAHEER BABBAR



was “Yahudi Ki Ladki” written by Agha Hashar Kashmiri. It’s still 
remembered as a grand success She then shifted to Mumbai and so did 
Ekjute. 

While looking for new material to work on, she realised she was 
missing something that she truly connected with. So Nadiraji picked 
up the pen and never put it down again. She wrote a one-man show, 
Dayashankar Ki Dairy, and cast Ashish Vidyarthi, followed it up with 
another solo, Sakubai, starring Gujarati stage doyenne, Sarita Joshi. 
Both of these plays are still being performed by people all over the 
country. From then onwards, she wrote about a wide range of themes 
and even worked on translating other esteemed works, bringing new 

Mumbai, in Hindi. Since then, under her tutelage, Ekjute has done over 
1500 performances and has collaborated with some of the countries 

Nadiraji didn’t limit herself to writing and directing, she took a leap further and ventured into 

of her most talked about pieces is “Begum Jaan” directed by Javed Siddiqui. Her portrayal of a 
yesteryear singer post independence is one that has touched many viewers and remains to be a 
character that is very close to her heart. 

Over the years, she carved a prominent 
standing for her work in the industry and the 
endearing Baiji also recieved a lot of love from 
the industry. She was awarded the prestigious 
Sangeet Natak Akademi Award for Theatre in 
2001 and has also been honoured with ‘Mahila 
Shiromani Award’, ‘Kala Samman’, ‘Ghalib 
Academy Award’ to name a few. What truly 
sets her apart are her efforts to make theatre 
accessible in every way possible. 

she says that, “Theatre has to contribute in 
some way or the other to happenings in society, 
otherwise, what’s the point of doing plays?” 

Upholding these values, Ekjute has taken under its wings hundreds of theatre enthusiasts who are 
starting out, and given them a platform to explore and realise their talent. They hold workshops 

industry some gems. Needless to say, Nadiraji has been at the forefront of it all.

While her legacy is one that will surely be treasured for generations to come, she wishes to be 
rembered for more than just her accomplishments. “I want to be remembered most importantly 
as a lovely human being, honest, sincere and a dedicated theatre worker.” Indeed, anyone who 
has met her, no matter how brief the meeting might have been, would surely concur. She is one 
of the guiding stars of theatre in Mumbai. Her work has inspired many youngsters and even her 

By Gargi Datar



In Memoriam
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Burjor Patel 

Tarkeshwarnath Tiwari

 Ranbir Singh 

Jitendra Shastri 

Gerson Da Cunha 

Shiv Subrahmanyam 

Niloufer Sagar 

Vikram Gokhale 

Saoli Mitra 

Salim Ghouse 

Jahaan Subrahmanyam
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Theatre Group, Bombay for believing and supporting the Thespo Dream.
QTP, for being the wind beneath our wings, always.
Kunal Kapoor, Lalit Sathe, Sanjay Pawar, Anurag Mishra and everyone at 
Prithvi Theatre, for welcoming Thespo back after three years. 
Sunil Shanbag, Aagaz Theatre Group, Bhasha Centre, Third Space Collective, for enabling 
conversations with young theatre bugs and partnering with us,
Omkar Bhatkar and everyone at the St Andrews P....PP 
Pallavi Jadhao, Pritham Kumar & Raghav Dutt who kickstarted our First Call and kickstarted 
the tamasha!
Shashank at Slums Of Bollywood (Mumbai), Rachana Shah at Bright Day School (Vadodara), 
Vishal Shah at Prayogshala (Ahmedabad), Pradeep Vaidya Anuradha Rao 
at Untitled Space (Bangalore), Anuj Chopra at Karkhana (Delhi), Avdesh Yadav at Tagore 
Natya Mandir (Chandigarh), Aditi Khandelwal at IIS University (Jaipur), Manoj Nigam at 
Eklavya Foundation (Bhopal), Asha Kuthari Chaudhari at Center Of Performing Arts & Culture, 
Guwahati University (Guwahati), Varun Joshi at (Indore), Ninad Samadder at The Urban Theatre 
Project (Kolkata) for being the lead in the screening saga.
Aditi Khandelwal at IIS University (Jaipur), Asha Kuthari at Guwahati University (Guwahati) 
Manoj Nigam at Eklavya Foundation (Bhopal), Ratna Srivastava (Baroda), Shaberi and 
Maharana Ray (Pune), (Chandigarh), Sanyukta and Neel (Delhi), Sunipa Sammader and 
Shrotriya Sen (Kolkata), for opening your homes to our festival curators. 
Juhi Babbar, for sharing a treasure trove of memories from Nadira ji’s life.
Hanif Patni, Satish Kaushik, Atul Tiwari, Dolly Thakore, Sumeet Vyas, Imran Rasheed, 
Preeta Mathur for sharing anecdotes and insights from Nadira ma’am’s journey.
Aaryan, Atif, Hrishabh, Ojaswi, and Parul for jumping on the mad train and creating a short 
performance to celebrate Nadira ji’s life and work.
Gargi Datar for leading the conversation with Nadira Zaheer Babbar. 
Francesca Amendola and the everyone at the Italian Consulate for being invaluable in enabling 
exciting collaborations.
Jayashree Joshi at Goethe-Institut, Max Mueller Bhavan Mumbai for always supporting and 
encouraging the continued partnership with German theatre.
Chetan Merchant at Famous Light O Sound for shining the light on Thespo, consistently. 
Raell Padamsee, for always having our back. 
Dolly Aunty, without whom Thespo wouldn’t exist. Thank you for your unconditional love and 
blessings you shower on us. 
Arghya Lahiri, Christopher Samuel, Nadir Khan and Vivek Madan, for being the voice of 
reason, and pushing us to become the best possible version of ourselves.
Abhishek Goel, Mehernosh Bharucha, Navroz Seervai and Sonal Gopujkar, for believing in 
our endeavours year on year and contributing to our crowdfunding efforts.
Raghu Dixit, Bobby Talwar and Debayan Deb of Raghu Dixit Project for making our festival 

Hardik, Jaanu Bhai, Nadeem for being a call away and breathing live into our crazy ideas.
Thank you Q, Toral, & Vivek for always being available to guide us through the festival.



ENABLERS. BELIEVERS. NURTURERS.

Abhishek Goel
Abhishek Majumdar

Akash Mohimen
Alistar Prem Bennis

Amanda Aisha Padamsee
Ameet and Maya

Ananya Rane
Anil A Gupta

Aniruddha Patankar
Anoushka Zaveri
Anshuman Jha

Anuj Gupta
Batul Diwan

Bijoy Idicheriah
Deepti DCunha

Denzil Smith
Deven Khote

Divyesh Vijayakar
Farah Bala

To contribute: www.thespo.org/donate

Farrokh Mehta
Gaurav Agarwal
Goldwin Fonseca

Harishri
Harmik Singh

Indira Basu
Julianna James
Karan Makhija

Kaushikee Gupta
Keith Stevenson 
Kavita Puri Arora 

Mithila Palkar
Navroz Seervai

Nipun Kedia
Parth Advani

Pradeep Vaidya
Priti Bakalkar

Ravikiran Kantamneni
Reema Sunil

Robbin Singh
Roger Pereira

Rohan Kawley
Rohit Dandwani

Ruchira Das
Sandeep Sanapuji
Saurabh Agarwal

Shankar Arora
Shubham Jejani
Siddharth Siva

Siraj Ayesha Sayani
Smriti Sangam
Snigdha Rana

Spriha
Tanvi A Kotkar
Tasneem Fatehi

Vivek Madan
Vivin Mathew Easo

Zoya Khan

Imagination to art - the arc of conception to completion. 
Thespo is based on this simple idea.

The idea to enable young people to pursue theatre and create enough points of 
interactions with the craft, experts and community that hone their skills as 

theatre makers. 

This wouldn’t be possible to sustain without a group of people who not only believed 
in us, but also believed in the power of youth and their stories. So here is a big shout 

out to everyone who contribute to this endeavour, and allow Thespo to keep doing its 
bit, year on year.


